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1. How does the Technical Review Committee (TRC) consider evidence for tools
that can be used across multiple grade spans and/or have forms for different
raters (e.g., teacher, parent, student)?
Submissions must report data separately for each span of grade levels that is targeted by the
progress monitoring instrument, in accordance with developer guidelines about target grade
spans or ranges (e.g., K-1, K-3). Data must also be reported separately by informant (e.g.,
teacher, parent, student), if appropriate for the tool. Evidence will be rated and reported on the
chart separately for each possible combination of grade span and informant (e.g., K-1 teacher, K1 parent). In cases where data are not available for one or more grades that fall within the grade
span targeted by the tool, or one of the available informant forms, the TRC will give a rating of
“—” to indicate “data not available.”

2. What is the difference in requirements for the “Performance Level
Standards” section of the chart and the “Growth Standards” section of the
chart?
For data reported on the first tab of the chart (“Performance Level Standards”), vendors are
required to report analyses conducted on the general population of students (i.e., a sample that is
representative of students across all performance levels). For data reported on the second tab
(“Growth Standards”), vendors are required to report analyses conducted on a population of
students in need of behavioral intervention. Convincing evidence that children were in need of
behavioral intervention may include one or more of the following: students have ED label;
students are placed in an alternative school/classroom; students have demonstrated non-response
to moderately intensive intervention (e.g., Tier 2); or students have demonstrated severe problem
behaviors (e.g., Tier 3), according to an evidence-based tool (e.g., systematic screening tool or
direct observation).

3. What does the TRC expect vendors to submit for reliability of the
performance level score, and what factors are considered when rating the
quality of this evidence?
The TRC considers reliability analyses that are rigorous and appropriate given the type and
purpose of the tool.
Examples of the types of reliability the TRC expects to see submitted include the following:
• Alternate form: For multiple forms, evidence can be provided to indicate that the alternate
forms yield consistent scores across probes within a given set (e.g., using median score of
multiple probes) and across time period.
•

Internal consistency (alpha, split-half): Ad hoc methods for item-based measures include
internal consistency methods such as alpha and split half. Split half* methods are arbitrary
and potentially artefactual. Alpha is the mean of all possible split halves (Cronbach, 1951).
However, alpha is not an index of test homogeneity or quality per se (Schmitt, 1996; Sijtsma,
2009).
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•

Test-retest: Test-retest* data should be provided with a minimum time period of 1 week (no
more than two).

•

Inter-rater: Tests which require human judgment (as opposed to simple choice selection or
computer recorded responses) must report evaluation of inter-rater reliability. The analyses
should acknowledge that raters can differ not only in consistency, but also in level. Possible
analyses include multilevel models of ratings within judges and students, generalizability
theory, and invariance testing in Structural Equation Modeling (SEM).

Additionally, vendors may submit model-based approaches to reliability. If model-based approaches
are used, strong evidence from one analysis with at least two sources of variance (e.g., time and
rater) is acceptable to receive a full bubble. For progress monitoring tools which use total scores, the
TRC recommends reporting model-based indices of item quality. These can include McDonald’s
omega (Dunn, Baguley, & Brunsden, 2013; McDonald, 1999) for categorical Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM) or factor models, or Item Response Theory (IRT) estimates of item quality based
on item information functions (Samejima, 1994). For IRT-based models, vendors should consider
reporting marginal reliability as well as an ability-conditional estimate (e.g., report reliability
estimates for students with differing levels of ability) so that the strength of IRT reporting can be
fully leveraged in reporting (Green, Bock, Humphreys, Linn, & Reckase, 1984). Note that for
marginal reliabilities, coefficients may not differ much from Cronbach’s alpha and can therefore be
interpreted using the same guidelines. In evaluating sources of variance, a model-based approach
might be founded upon generalizability theory, wherein researchers examine the influence of various
progress monitoring related facets (e.g., time, rater, forms) on the generalizability and dependability
of scores.
Regardless of the type of reliability reported, given that intended uses for tools can vary, it is
incumbent on the vendor to provide supporting justification of choice of emphasis for reliability
evidence.
*Note that the TRC does not recommend that vendors submit certain common reliability metrics—
specifically split half and test-retest. Split half reliability is problematic given that these methods can
be arbitrary and potentially artefactual. Test-retest is problematic given that high and low retest
reliability may not always indicate the assessment’s reliability, but instead reflect student growth
patterns (e.g., high test-retest can mean that students aren’t changing over time, or maintaining the
same rank order, and, low test-retest can mean that students are meaningfully changing over time
and changing differently).

4. What does the TRC expect vendors to submit for validity of the performance
level score, and what factors are considered when rating the quality of this
evidence?
The TRC expects vendors to offer a set of validity analyses that offer theoretical and empirical
justification for the relationship between the tool and a related criterion measure. In other words, the
vendor needs to specify the expected relationship between the tool and a criterion, and then use an
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appropriate empirical analysis to test this relationship. The TRC discourages vendors from providing
a large list of validity coefficients correlating with multiple criterion measures, and instead
recommends a few analyses that have a theoretical basis about a relationship between the tool and a
small set of appropriate criterion measures.
Types of validity may include: evidence based on response processes, evidence based on internal
structure, evidence based on relations to other variables, and/or evidence based on consequences of
testing. The vendor may include evidence of convergent and discriminant validity. However,
regardless of the type of validity reported, the vendor must include a justification demonstrating how
these data taken together demonstrate expected relationships between the measure and relevant
external criterion variables. If appropriate, the vendor should take into account the fact that analyses
against more proximal outcomes might be expected to show higher correlations than analyses
against distal measures and offer explanations of why this is the case.
It is important to note that to support validity, the TRC requires criterion measures that are external
to the progress monitoring system. Criterion measures that come from the same “family” or suite of
tools are not considered to be external to the system.

5. How does the TRC consider evidence that is disaggregated for demographic
subgroups (e.g., English learners, students with disabilities, students from
different racial/ethnic groups)?
The TRC encourages vendors to include data disaggregated for demographic subgroups. Any
submission that includes disaggregated data will be noted on the chart with a “d” superscript, and
users can access the detailed information by clicking on the cell. Note that disaggregated data will
not be rated, but instead just made available to users. A forthcoming advanced search function for
the chart will also enable users to quickly locate tools that have data disaggregated for the subgroups
in which they are interested.

6. What kind of evidence does the TRC expect to see for Bias Analysis?
With respect to bias, the greatest threat to validity is construct-irrelevant variance (Messick, 1989,
1995) which may produce higher or lower scores for examinees for reasons other than the primary
skill or trait that is being tested. The issue of bias, or lack thereof, constitutes an argument for
validity (Kane, 1992). Arguments for the valid use of a test depend on clear definitions of the
construct, appropriate methods of administration, and empirical evidence of the outcome and
consequences.
In general, comparisons of group means are not sufficient for demonstrating bias or the lack thereof
because the properties of the items are conflated with the properties of the persons (Embretson,
1996; Embretson & Reise, 2000; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985; Hambleton, Swaminathan, &
Rogers, 1991). Measurement models of latent traits (e.g., item response theory, confirmatory factor
analysis, structural equation models for categorical data) are better suited to provide rigorous
examinations of item versus person properties. Speeded tests present additional complications, but
those complications do not remove the need to understand issues of test fairness or bias.
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The overarching statistical framework for issues of bias is that we have a structural factor model of
how a trait predicts item responses (McDonald, 2000) and this model is tested for equality across
two groups (Jöreskog, 1979; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Most analyses of group differences can be
seen as simplifications or restrictions on this general model. The TRC will consider any of the four
methods below as acceptable evidence for bias analysis:
•

Multiple-group confirmatory factor models for categorical item response (Meredith &
Teresi, 2006). Categorical confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) allows the testing of equal
item parameters across groups via a series of restrictions (e.g., from freely estimated to fully
equated) to isolate group differences of persons from item bias.

•

Explanatory group models such as multiple-indicators, multiple-causes (MIMIC; Muthén,
1988; Woods, 2009) or explanatory Item Response Theory (IRT) with group predictors (De
Boeck & Wilson, 2004; Van den Noortgate, De Boeck, & Meulders, 2003).
o MIMIC models attempt to test the equivalence of item parameters, conditional on
background characteristics or group membership (analogous to an analysis of
covariance [ANCOVA], but for a factor model). Most forms of a MIMIC model
represent a restriction of a multiple group CFA.
o Explanatory IRT uses a multilevel regression framework to evaluate the predictive
value of item and person characteristics. A series of models with increasing (or
decreasing) restrictions can be fit to test conditional equivalence (or non-significance)
of item or person difference parameters.

•

Differential Item Functioning from Item Response Theory (DIF in IRT). There are
several approaches to evaluating DIF across groups (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985;
Hambleton et al., 1991; Zumbo, 2007), many of which are exploratory methods to uncover
the possibility of group differences at the item level. Vendors might also consider referencing
Meade’s taxonomy of standardized effect sizes for DIF that allow for interpretation of the
practical impact of DIF (Meade, 2010).

7. What does the TRC mean by sensitivity to behavior change, what kinds of
evidence should vendors submit to demonstrate this, and what factors are
considered when rating the quality of this evidence?
Sensitivity to change refers to the extent to which a measure can detect incremental changes in
behavior within a short period of time. This is particularly important within problem-solving
frameworks in which progress-monitoring data inform determinations of a student’s responsiveness
to intervention. Sensitivity to change represents the association between session-to-session changes
in student behavior and the degree to which the measure accurately reflects these variations.
Documenting an instrument’s sensitivity to change requires consideration of the technical features of
the instrument’s scores with particular focus on level and trend. When considering methods for
documenting sensitivity to change, vendors must provide evidence (a) that behavioral change
occurred, (b) of the amount of change that occurred, and (c) of the reliability of the change using
either statistical or visual methods (Chafouleas, Sanetti, Kilgus, & Maggin, 2012; Maggin & Bruhn,
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2017). The TRC considers sensitivity to change as a unique concept from response to intervention
though it is acknowledged that the burgeoning nature of the construct and related methods requires
some flexibility for documentation. As such, the TRC will currently accept evidence of sensitivity to
change based on individual responses to intervention as long as computation of the metrics is from
idiographically collected data. Under the current guidelines, researchers have several methods at
their disposal for documenting sensitivity to change. These methods can include either (1) single
measure methods or (2) comparative methods. Descriptions of these broad categories, as well as the
specific methods that fall within each, are provided in the following sections.
Single measure methods are used to document a particular measure’s sensitivity to change.
Each of these methods expresses the nature and/or extent of change that a measure of interest has
captured. This change is NOT evaluated relative to any other measure or outcome, but rather to
individual responding. Two specific single measure methods are described below:
•

Change metrics. Change metrics are metrics that express change in a variable over time
(Gresham, 2005; Olive & Smith, 2005). Gresham et al. (2010) recommended several metrics
to document change sensitivity in progress monitoring instruments, including absolute
change, percent of non-overlapping data (PND), percentage change, computation of effect
size measures, and the reliability change index. Other statistics may be included in this group
as well, including alternative nonoverlap statistics (Parker, Vannest, & Davis, 2011) and
regression-based techniques, among others (e.g., Pustejovsky et al., 2016). Computation of
these metrics is collected idiographically and compares a student’s response to different
conditions. Typically, these conditions include a baseline and intervention phase, though
conditions might also refer to natural modifications to the environment as long as there is
careful documentation. Sensitivity to change is demonstrated through these metrics if they
document observable change in student responding on the target variables between the
conditions. Vendors are encouraged to select multiple metrics to document sensitivity
because each index has a unique set of assumptions and provides evidence for different
properties of the data.

•

Dynamic models. Whereas the aforementioned change metrics provide a descriptive
approach to documenting sensitivity to change, a class of statistical models can examine
individual variabilities using longitudinal data (e.g., Wang, Zhou, & Zhang, 2016).
Underutilized in the social sciences, dynamic modeling can assist vendors in documenting an
instrument’s sensitivity for an individual by providing time-dependent variation within single
individuals (Hamaker et al., 2005). The use of dynamic modeling for evaluating an
instrument’s sensitivity requires collection of many data points for individual participants
and therefore many vendors might not be able to use this approach. It is presented here as an
option given its appropriateness for the task. Several dynamic modeling approaches are
available including the traditional p-technique and more recent developments including
dynamic factor analysis (Nesselroade & Molenaar, 2004) and dynamic Rasch modeling
(Verhelst & Glas, 1993). Vendors using dynamic modeling to document sensitivity to change
must describe the model and provide a rationale for its use.
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Comparative methods are used to examine the extent to which the change documented via a
measure of interest is similar to the change documented via some criterion measure. Whereas the
threshold for single measure methods in evaluating sensitivity to change is the documentation of
some change, the threshold for comparative methods is documenting change that is similar to
that of an alternative measure. Because comparative methods set a higher threshold for
sensitivity to change, they are considered a more stringent form of sensitivity to change
evidence.
•

Visual analysis. Miller et al. (2017) provided an example for documenting sensitivity-tochange through visual analysis. This method requires concurrent idiographic collection and
graphing of the measure of interest with another measure. In the Miller et al. (2017) example,
the authors compared data collected with the Direct Behavior Rating Single Item Scale
(DBR-SIS; i.e., the measure of interest) to data collected with systematic direct observation
(SDO; i.e., the criterion). The resulting graphs provide evidence of incremental variability
across sessions and allows visual analysts to determine if the level, trend, and variability
across sessions is consistent between the instruments. Sensitivity to change is supported
when the instruments represent similar patterns in the data.

•

Correlational analysis. Correlational analyses can be combined with the change metric
approach (see above) in evaluating the extent to which change documented through one
measure is correlated with the change documented through another measure. Chafouleas et
al. (2012) provide an example of such an approach. Within this study, two absolute change
scores were calculated for each of the 20 student participants, expressing the degree of
change in student behavior from baseline to intervention phases. The first of these absolute
change scores represented change in DBR-SIS scores, whereas the second corresponded to
change in SDO scores. Spearman’s rho (ρ) coefficients were then calculated to examine the
extent to which these two sets of absolute change scores were correlated with each other.

•

Although less commonly used, multi-level modeling also affords a method by which to
compare multiple methods in terms of documented change. Specifically, multivariate growth
models could be used to examine the correlation between both (a) measure intercepts,
permitting examination of the association between baseline starting points or intervention
termination points (depending on variable centering), and (b) measure slopes, permitting
evaluation of the association between increases or decreases in a variable over time.

The TRC acknowledges that there is currently not one accepted framework for documenting
sensitivity to change and that the selection of methods will require vendors to consider issues related
to the instrument’s construction, scoring rubric, and purpose. Vendors are provided leeway to select
the methods most appropriate for their instrument though justification for the methods is required.
Please note that TRC members might request additional clarification or metrics if the methods used
are inconsistent or unclear.
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8. What does the TRC expect vendors to submit for data to support intervention
change and for intervention choice, and what factors are considered when rating
the quality of this evidence?
The purpose of the data to support intervention change and the decision rules for changing
instruction standards is to identify and evaluate the evidence on which decision rules for changing
instruction and increasing goals are based. Therefore, the TRC expects to see evidence that the tool
can accurately detect small changes in performance during the time period that the tool specifies is
necessary for users to make decisions. Strong evidence for these standards may include:
•

Analyses of data establishing rates of improvement and sensitivity to improvement, that are
based on a sample of students in need of behavioral intervention and from whom progress
monitoring data have been collected at least weekly over the period of time specified in the
tool’s decision rules, or

•

an empirical study that compares a treatment group to a control and evaluates if student
outcomes increase when decision rules are in place.

9. Can I submit tools that can be used as screening tools for review by the progress
monitoring TRC?
Yes. However, the evidence submitted must demonstrate its adequacy for progress monitoring. For
example, there must be sufficient data points to demonstrate sensitivity to small behavioral changes
in short periods of time, and reliability data must be appropriate for the intended use of the tool for
progress monitoring.
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